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Cerenkov Maser and Cerenkov Laser Devices

The work supported by this contract spanned a

number of topics. The principal effort was directed

toward exploration of Cerenkov maser performance at

lower-mm wavelengths. However, this work also led to .9-

9- the consideration of tunable, high-power, submm and

far-infrared Cerenkov lasers, and to the more general

topic of compact free-electron lasers. In addition,

structures other than Cerenkov resonators were examined.

Among these were cylindrical and flat-plate gratings

(the Relativistic Orotron). Detailed summaries of the

work are contained in the four six-month reports

(June and December of 1983 and 1q84), in doctoral theses,

abstracts, and journal publications. A bibliography is

attached to this report, and copies of the published

work have been forwarded earlier. Hfence only a brief

review of the principal results will be given here.

Cerenkov masers were operated over the entire

umm-wavelength region. At longer wavelengths (5-10 mm),

octave tuning and multi-hundred kW output power levels

were achieved fiom a single structure. In the 3-mm-

v wavelength region, tuning between 90 and 130 GHz from

single resonator structures was demonstrated, and power

levels in the 100-kW range were obtained.

Operation on higher-order modes and with two-

stage structures were also demonstrated. Substantial

. . -.



(multi-kW) power levels at wavelengths slightly below 1 mm

were obtained by operating on the TM mode of a cylindrical
02

"" dielectric resonator. There is also some experimental

evidence that mode suppression and/or _-election techniques

can be used to selectively operate on hiigher-order modes.

The two-stage structures combined a disc-loaded

prebuncher and a dielectric resonator - output coupler.

The peak output power levels achieved with this

configuration were comparable to the single-stage Cerenkov

device, but substantially longer output pulses (comparable

to the 2 wsec beam pulse) were a characteristic feature of

the two-stage system. The possibility of tapering a

structure in order to enhance the total efficiency was also

considered theoretically.

At the upper end of the observed output power

range, breakdown at atmospheric pressur6 was observed.

This effect was used for diagnostic purposes and more

recently, controlled experiments on the effect of various ,*

contaminants on breakdown threshold have been initiated.

A theoretical program aimed initially at support

of the mm-wavelength experiments was also carried out.

This work in turn led to a more general consideration of

both Cerenkov and grating-based free-electron lasers

(C FEL/G FEL). Devices of this type were compared to the

undulator FEL, and it was shown that in the far-infrared

,. regime, the C or G FEL would be an attractive competitor

in many applications. Preliminary designs for



, proof-of-principle experiments were completed, and further

experiments are planned.

The principle concern of the initial mm-wavelength

experiments was the Cerenkov maser, but early in the work,

periodic structures were also used to general radiation.

The original purpose of the latter was to develop a source

for calibration and comparison, but it has developed into

an independent assessment of a device now called the

Relativistic Orotron. This work is being carried out in

L collaboration with a group at the U.S. Army Harry Diamond

Laboratories (R. Leavitt, D. Wortmann) and it is based in

part on the very successful, low-energy electron-beam-driven

orotron experiments performed earlier by that organization.

Relativistic orotron tuning curves and output power

capabilities were established for a number of resonator-

ff3 beam combinations. The performance was encouraging.

Tuning ranges in excess of that available from the mm-

wavelength helix TWT's together with power levels

comparable, or well above, that of coupled-cavity TWT's

were obtained. A device of this kind could be the basis

of a mm-wavelength tube.

In conclusion, the high-power capability and

tunability of Cerenkov masers at mm-wavelengths has been

demonstrated. The theoretical basis for these devices

band for Cerenkov sources at much shorter wavelength has

been established, and other attractive tunable source

options have been explored.
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Ctrenkov lasers in the Compton re,ime

John Valsh and Bernadette John,:on

Department of Physics and Astronomy, Dartmcuth Collee-
Hanover, New Hampshire 03755

Abstract

Exl'ressions for operating wavelength, gain, and schematic desigi.s for Ccm-ptcn rcin- c
Cerenkov lasers are presented. Conditions required for operation at infrared and visible
wavelengths are established and proof of principle experiments are discussed.

Introduction

Cerenkov masers have been operated in the millimeter wavelength region 1 '2 
. Multi-

hundred kilowatt power levels have been obtained in the 7-8 r range and approximately
iCU? k.. have been achieved at about 3 mm. Less power has also been obtained at wavelenp'hs
sliphtlv shorter than 1 mi|. The requirements for a Cerenkov device at even shorter wave- -

lengths, wbere operation in a Compton mode is anticipated, have aiso been considered
previously .

The purpose of this work is to specifically address the possibility cf operating a
Cerenkov laser in the infrared region of the spectrum. An expression fcr gain ap:7icalie
in this region is examined in section II and adapted to a thin film configuration in secti,:.
III. Beam parameters similar to those found in a microtron are then used to evaluate the
linear gain in section IV. Conclusions are discussed in section V.

II. Gain of a Cerenkov laser

I The gain, in the Compton limit, of a Cerenkov laser has been discussed eisewhcre'
4 '

Expressed in terms of an inverse quality factor, Qb - I , it has the form

- 1 1 1b n L E' ; (I - cos&(

where . and - are the relative beam velocity and energy, respectively. Other terms
appearing in equation (1) are

- beam current

3/

mc /e 7 17000 amp
0

n /n beam density form factor

- resonator length

E2 - square of the magnitude of the axial electric field strength at the

resonator-vacuum boundary

- energy stored in the entire resonator vclume

relative transit angle £ (kv - .) L/v , where ., k are the angular
frequency and axial wavenumber of the resonator mode.

The magnitude, 1/Qb , deterrines the threshold Q required for oscillation and I 1!

in,e s L/v is the relat.ive gain per pass. The beam density form factor is defined by

n. 1 ci 2 (I!2 )-- =l. !E z  ( r . ), 1 2 ).. -
Ab E z s rfa ce B A ','[ AREA"-

where n. is the peak density of the beam and Ab is an effective area. When the beam
distribution is approximately rectangular and a mode geometry appropriate to a thin
dielectric film is assumed, n/n has the form

3
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"-2qd (1- e-2qb)

no (2qb)

Here, q (=,k 2 
- 2/c) is the evanescence rate of the field in the r --.sr.-

- e E , e-q,r , d is the gap between the beam and the dielectric surface : nc "
the beanr thickness. It is clear that both /n and _ S E-2 dpcnd or. leam jne :..

the resonator geometry. These will be evaluated for the specific case of a thin fil
guide.

III. The zhin film guide
dL 5

The wave guiding properties of a thin dielectric layer are well known.5  Disrc : -
for the moment, any variation across the guide in the direction perpendicular tc.......
propagation, the dispersion relation for a TM mode is given by

pa tan (pa) = cqa (4)

where p 2 -k , q is as defined earlier, and a is the guide thickness.

In the wavelength region of interest here, the relation between -a/c and ka (deterti:.
via Eq. (4)) is roughly linear with a slope approaching that of the dielectric light line.
i.e., c/,c The lowest order mode has no cutoff wavelengths, while T',n , n > 7 as
a cutoff on the vacuum light line (q = 0). As the phase velocity varies from c dowr. :.o
c/.7, a decreasing fraction of the energy is stored above the surface. This feature will

v be important when we discuss the energy dependence of f/n

The thin film guide has been used in a number of recent nonlinear optical experimer, ts
where power density levels in the MW/cm 2 range have been generated. We will ccnsidr
guides designed for this spectral range in our Cerenkov resonators.

As an electron beam propagates near the surface of a dielectric guide, it couples best
to TM modes with a phase velocity infinitessimally less than the beam velocity. Hence, it

n is the region of the dispersion curve around phase velocity synchronism,

v c(5)

that is of most interest.

The wavelength at velocity synchronism, plotted as a finction of reciprocal beam energy,
is displayed for two different guide thicknesses in figures la and b:

r.-

* ;,(microns) ,(microns)

.02 .03 .04 .15 .06 V-1

Fig. la: Wavelength vs. inverse Fig. lb: Wavelength vs. inverse
gamma for I micron polystyrene film. gamma for 10 micron polystyrene film.

It is clear that coupling in the infrared is possible, in principle.

As the reciprocal of the relative beam energy, Y, varies from 0 (on the li-ht line to

I/yT YT is the threshold energy for Cerenkov radiation), the driven mode moves al~ng the
dispersion curve. The coupling factor n/n o and the resonator form factor L3 E7 2 also

vary along this curve. These factors are shown in figures 2a and b and 3a and b for the
same two guide thicknesses plotted previously. We have assumed, in the n/n 0  plots, bea7n

377
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Fig. 2a: Log (beam density factor) vs. Fig. 2b: Log (beam density factor) ,:.
inverse gamma-for 1 micron film. inverse gamma for 10 micron film.

In )-In

-t

y-1-1

Fig. 3a: Log (resonator form factor) Fig. 3b: Log (resonator form factor)
vs. inverse gamma for 1 micron film. vs. inverse gamma for 10 micron film.

guiding parameters and beam focussing which are favorable but well within the state of the
art.

It is clear that the net gain will be determined by design tradeoffs between the roy id
decrease of n/n °  and the increase of the resonator form factor as the beam energy

0traverses the dispersion curve from higher toward lower energy.

IV. Cerenkov gain in the infrared.

The complete expression for the gain can now be evaluated. In doing so, we choose beam
parareters which apply to two different microtron generators that have been adapted for

, Wiggler-coupled free electron laser experiments 9 . The relevant parameters are:

I = amp

S"L = 10cm

max
b - beam width = 100 microns

d E beam-film gap = 500 microns

a E film thickness - 1 and 10 microns

E dielectric constant of film = 1.6 (polystyrene).

Plots of Qb -  vs. Y-I are shown in figures 4a and b for film thicknesses of 1 and 10
b[  microns. We see that, for the I micron film, the gain peaks at about 16 MeV, which

corresponds to the 60 to 80 micron wavelength region (see figure la). The 10 micron film
has a gain peak at about 5 MeV and a corresponding wavelength emission range of 100-200' " microns.

378
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'-'.02 .03 .04 .0 .06 0 .04 .06 .09 .1 .12 .14
S-1 -li

Fig. La: Inverse Q vs. inverse gamma Fig. 4b: Inverse Q vs. inver-, ja::: a
for 1 micron film. for 10 micron film.

V. Conclusions

It seems readily apparent from the foregoing examination that thin film wave~uide
structures can be used to provide radiation in the infrared region of the spectrt, The
thickness of the film and its dielectric constant are the factors which determine the
wavelength of the emitted radiation. Beam and resonator parameters determine the net gain
of the device. Our analysis, which uses a realistic beam geometry, energy, and film type,

* yields Qb -I values well within the range required for oscillation of such a device.
Future work in this area will introduce a double-slab gecmetry as well as an examination
of the effect of beam energy spread on net gain.
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CERENYOV 1,SEPS"•

John E. Walsh and Bernadette Johnson
Department of Physics :,nd Astronomy

Dartmouth College3 Hanover, New Hampshire 03755

Abstract resonator, the stimulated em:isslo:i ,
and anestimationof the power ct: Ut.

Cerenkov lasers, which are driven by Examples are presented in section t-r~c
a relativistic electron beam, may be based and some conclusions are discassei in
either upon dielectric waveguide section four.
resonators or gas-filled Fabry-Perot
resonators. When the beam energy exceeds
the Cerenkov threshold, stimulated 2. Wavelength Determination and Gain
Cerenkov radiation causes beam bunching,
and energy can be extracted at a wave- 2.1. The film waveguide

. length determined by the beam and the
resonator characteristics. Devices have The simplest dielectric w'en:e, th
already been operated successfully in the slab, is the one chosen for the preEcnt"
lower- and submillimeter regime. The application. Discussion of the ,eneral
possibility of far-infrared operation will behavior of a slab "iuide is avaiiab>[
be discussed in this paper. elsewhere 6 and hence only those f.at,."

pertinent to the present de.'4ce need b..
summarized. A sketch of the cross-sc- :cn

I. Introduction and Background of che guide is shown in Fic. . as is
profile of the electric fields of a

An electron beam of sufficient energy, mode. The fields evanesce in the -:acuum
a dielectric resonator or waveguide, and region with an inverse scale length:
suitable output coupling components can
be used to form a Cerenkov laser. When the 2 _'
beam velocity is greater than the speed of q =k 2(
light in the dielectric medium, sponta- c2

neous Cerenkov radiation is emitted. 1
This, when fed back onto the beam, causes where k is the axial wave number and
further stimulated 2 Cerenkov radiation is the angular frequency of the Lound
and, if the feedback is sufficient, the mode.
wave energy grows in time.

Also shown on Fig. 1 is a sketch of
The dielectric resonator may be a the dispersion relation. The latter .s

homogeneous medium or some type of determined by the roots of
dielectric waveguide. In the former case,
the only practical material is a gas.

° This requires a rather large beam energy, pa Tanpa = q (2)
i.e. tens of MeV's. These systems have
been investigated 3,4 theoretically and
some preliminary experimental work has where
been done. In particular, it has been
demonstrated that when a laser is phase- w 2 E 2
matched to the velocity of an electron = k2

beam in a gas, the beam momentum can be c
modulated. 3

is the transverse wave number in the
A dielectric surface quide can also be dielectric medium and c is the rl,:ati.e

used to produce the necessary phase dielectric constant. When the wa nth
velocity decrease and systems based on is long compared to the thickness o. the
this approach will be the concern of this guide, the phase velocity cf the mode

---paper. Dielectric resonators in tubular approaches the speed of licht. As the
form ha eabeen used in the .7. range to wavelenqth decreases, the wcave OCcomes or
produce a high-power tunable source. 5 tightly bound and the phase velccity
Power levels in the 100 KW range at about asymototically approaches that cf iwc-- _
3 mm wavelengths have been rroduced and the dielectric medium.
operation down to wavelengths just below
1 mm has been achieved. In the present A line with slope is indicated cn
paper we will investigate the possibility the dispersion curve. When .> /- a
of achieving a far-infrared source with synchronous phase condition can be 7an-
a slab waveguide resonator, tained between a beam with rclative v. I'-

city -- and a guided mode. i
The remainder of the manuscript is by a small amount, net enercy can be

divided into three parts. Section two added to the field.
contains discussions of the guide

154
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2.2. Stirmj:atod emission and ca:..

I The stLni.'ted e7rs:cn rate for a
I Cold Cerctro.. laE _- fc.lew-s frcrm thecnz r

I atic"20n of the '.o':r dvrx by a.n iniitiaily
runoulated elecCtron bcxm as it traves.cs

the length cf the rczcn.ator. Ir. a Z",cr2.
lln analysis of th:s rrchiem the dispers ion cf

the beam r.odes would be ccnsidered.
o _iowever, in the operating region which is

z CO YT anticipated, the plasma frequency of the
beam is relatively low and the space charge
modes are not resolved from the spectral
width associated with the finite length.
This so-called Compton regime is familiar ]

R in other free electron laser gain.
/Io p ZeS calculations.

The rate of work done by the beam is
given by: _[.

-a INEddV (6)
_-d _ -i2 "

Xq beam

The details of the calculation which relate
2, the current density modulation produced
by the field E, and the electric field have

Bunching" been presented elsewhere 7 and hence will

e ), not be repeated. A gain is conveniently
defined in terms of an inverse quality
factor Qb -

777 77 sin PY 1 W dt(7i ,(Q b t dt.

where 8 is the energy stored in the
Fiyure 1: Dispersion relation, Q vs. resonator. When Qb is negative and
y , guide cross-section, and electric lQb! < QL, the Q of the loaded cavity,
field profile, the threshold for oscillation is reached.

Phase velocity synchronism thus deter- When placed in a form apylicable to
mines the operating wavelength and since the the slab guide resonator, Qb- may be
dispersion curve is a universal function expressed as:
of the guide thickness a , a suitably
small value will lead to operation at L3 Ez 2
the desired wavelength. 1 G'Q b y 3 1 o  n o  G ' (6 ) (8a )

b (abY) 30 n
The condition of synchronism can also

be invoked to better understand the where
coupling strength. Near synchronism

* G (6) = ~- 1-cose)(b3 ac 0 (4) G'(6)-7-)(b

ck

and
and the vacuum region transverse wave-
number q becomes

e = (cka° - w) L/c5o  (8c)

q 21T (5)

The angle e , the transit angle, is related --

to the relative phase change "seen" by an
wh re is the free space wavelength and electron as it traverses the wave in the

4- = /0-'. Thus a high energy beam is resonator. Other factors not yet
needed to achieve reasonable transverse identified which appear in Eq. (Ba) are:
extent of the fields at short wavelengths. I, the beam current, a collection of
This is necessary for good coupling, fundamental constants Io = mc

3/e (17 KA),
These features will determine the net gain and an effective beam density n/n . The
of the system. latter factor takes into account ?he

evanescence of the fields in the direction
normal to the resonator surface. It is a
sensitive function of both the beam and
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the resonator narameters. Also appearing where it absorbs and the cain w:-,1 ,_. ,i.t(
in Eq. (8a) is the term L 3 Ezi 2 /E . The general behavior of ail tra.liy' -
Here, L is the resonator length in the systems is similar nd a m-cre tai.
beam direction and Ez is the strenoth of theory could be adazted from s;( c*t_u
the axial component of the electric field systems. 'Ihe above arc=%.nt w[il be
at the surface of the resonator. This sufficient for the present estimate.
factor, together with n/nO , determines
completely the wavelength dependence of When the nonlinear phase chan c
the coupling, becomes of order 7the open crbits w::.:i

and the gain saturates. Using the inil--
The factor G' Ce) is the derivative of ally linear theory as a starting point, w-=

the familiar square aperture diffraction then have
line shape. Its presence may be under-
stood in the following way: Electrons
which enter the resonator in an accele- - (9)
rating phase of the electromagnetic field v
spend less time in the resonator and hence
exchange less energy. It is in this way where
that an initially unmodulated beam can,
if its initial velocity has the proper E z
relation to the phase velocity of the 6Vl Z e (10)
mode, do a net positive amount of work on my3 (kv-

the fields stored in the resonator. Such
a factor is familiar in other free It is assumed in this estimate that thc net
electron laser gain expressions and beam energy change is relatively small.
certain microwave tube gain functions. Using Eqs. (9) and (10), plus the fact that

60 is of order r/2, the estimated axil
A qualitative sketch of Qb -I is field strength takes the form:

included on Fig. 1. When the beam energy
is very high (E - 1) the gain drops 2 3X

* rapidly due to the factor (,y)- 3 and the e EzL = mc (CY) (12
phase velocity dependence of L-3lEz! 2/ .
The curve rises to a maximum determined
by the dispersion relation and then The output power, given a value for CL, can
rapidly drops to zero as the beam. energy now almost be estimated. There remains,
approaches the threshold for Cerenkov however, the problem of suitably avera.nc
emission. If one assumes that the beam is over entrance phase. An acceptable adTro-
perfectly monoenergetic, the gain peaks xination for this can be adapted from tnc
quite close to threshold. A finite expression for Qb -I . The Vlasov apnrach
emittance and/or energy spread will shift used in deriving Qb -I contains an
the peak toward longer wavelengths and implicit phase average. Hence an a pro:.:-
higher beam energies. This effect is imate expression for power output may h.o
illustrated by the jagged line on the displayed:

* --Qb

-1 
diagram in Fig. 1. The gain

expressed in terms of a threshold or I
starting current will be evaluated Pout - (

numerically in section 2.3. b bs

where is an assumed threshold cain
2.3. Gain saturation and output power. (IQbs-lz QLI).

One further aspect of Cerenkov laser Substituting from the preceding7
operation will be considered before we equations and collecting terms, we then
proceed to some examples. A detailed have
nonlinear theory of Cerenkov lasers has
not yet been completed. However, a 2 3 X4: ' reasonable estimate of available power P = mc( ;t) (b G() ,
output is possible with the aid of the ou
following rather simple argument.

where Nb is the current divided by charge
If Qb < 0 and QL (the loaded Q of and averaged over the transvcrse mode

the cavity) are such that IQb, < QL then distribution. Numerical values arprc-r~at-
the field energy stored in the cavity will to a far-infrared device will be consdcr -;
rise exponentially with time at a rate in the next section.
proportional to (1/1Qh- I/). This
process will continue until tke axial
component of the electric field is large
enough to cause a non-neglible change of
the electron velocity. At this point, Ez
becomes large enough to shift the electron
velocity and hence the relative phase
change e from the position of maximum
small-signal gain (emission) to a region
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3. An Example

2)-he following example is chosen to -c
illustrate the f'asibility cf developing -4
far-infrared Cererikov devices.

It is assumed that a thin film dielec-
tric such as that used in a ntmber of 0bs -
recent exoeriments is used to support the -
waVe. 8 The dispersicn curve for the TM
modes of the thin film is a universal 12
function of the film thickness a
Shown in Fig. 2 the dependence of >/a at -,4
velocity synchronism vs. y-1  E - ..... . ...

Figure 3: Start-up current/Io VS.1
94 inverqe gamma.

Finally, we choose a beam current
such that oscillation is readily achieved

X/a 40 for all three film thickness, e.c.,
, = I G namp. Figure 4 sho ws the power

24 output "Is. inverse caamma as cerived in
Eq. (13) for the three thicknesses.

.05 , t .15 .2 .2

Figure 2: X/a vs. ' -y

As the energy approaches the C renkov In(P)
threshold energy the /a vs curve .?
becomes very flat since in this region
the wave is moving with a velocity very
near to that of light in the dielectric. 5
The curve shown is the TM01 mode which
has no cutoff and hence supports waves .......
with relatively large '/a. However, when .0 .1 .15 .2 .29-
a is in the 1micron range, . will be
conveniently in the far infrared. Figure 4: Power (ii. Watts) vs. y-i

The gain expressions developed in
section 2, point two, could now be Substantial power output possible' as evident in the range of peak powers
evaluated for a specific resonator. It dsped in the aoe gra ie .is mre ntuiive howver to onsder displayed in the above graph, i.e., .15
is more intuitive, however, to consider .;:atts for a .5 micron film to 15 MKatts
the current required to start an oscil- for a 10 micron film.
lation growing. Assuming about ten
percent of the wave energy is lost in the
guide to various abrorbing processes, a

* threshold QT can be established. Setting 4. Conclusions
l/1Qbl = 1/QT and solving for lb/lo then A preliminary investigation into the
determines the starting current Ibs. feasibility of using a slab (film) wave-
These are plotted in Fig. 3 for three guide resonator and a relativistic
different guide thicknesses, and the electron beau. to generate far-infrared
following set of beam and resonator radiation yields promising results.
parameters:

a) L E resonator length = 10 cm The use of the slab guide dispersion
b) beam width = 100 microns relation enables us to determnine the
'b) beam-filmh sep io 100 microns operatina wavelencth as a function of bear

=c) beam-film separation = 100 microns e
d) film dielectric constant = 1.6 energy. The choice of slab thickness, in

(polystyrene). turn, identifies the wavelength region cf
operation, e.g., thickneses on the crfer

We see that, as the film thickness of I micron yield rdiation in the fr

decreases, the current required to infrared.
achieve oscillation increases. For Tze
example, the minimum start-up current for applied to a cold beam to derive an
a 10 micron film is 14 mamp. while that expression for the stimulated emission
for a .5 micron film is 3.8 amp. rate and, hence, a bean quality factor CL" -

The assumption of a realistic loaded
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cavity QL value is then used with Qb to
determink the start-up currents necessary
to achieve oscillation. The beam energies
and currents indicated are not uncc.amon
at existing facilities.

Finally, an expression for power out-
put has been derived which indicates that
this is a potentially high power device
(MWatts).

* Further theoretical work on this
subject will involve: 1) a more realistic
beam model, i.e., one which includes a
finite beam emittance, 2) beam mode
dispersion, 3) other resonator geometries,
such as a double slab, and 4) the develop-
ment of a complete nonlinear theory.

In addition, the authors are optimis-
tic that experiments will be performed in
the near future to demonstrate the
operation of a far-infrared Cerenkov laser.
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Recent Cerenkov Maser Experiments

J. Walsh, E. Garate, T. Buller and R. Cook

Department of Physics and Astronomy

Dartmouth College
Hanover, N.H. 03755

Abstract "Coupling"

Fundamental (TM0 1 ) mode operation at Xpy-ra Ez(r)
3 m;m, and higher order mode operation at
wavelengths below 1 mm, have been obtained
in a recent series of Cerenkov maser
experiments. Device performance will be
compared with theoretical expectations. b b r

A mildly relativistic (100-200 KeV).
moderate current (10-20 A) electron bean.
and a cylindrical waveguide lined with
dielectric have been used to produce 50 kW
power levels in the 100 GHz region of the 'Bunching'
spectrum. The device, A Cerenkov Maser,
cour:les the slow space-charge wave on the
beam to the TM modes of the guide. The 0, "'--Dielectric Tube
operating wavelength is determined by
phase velocity synchronism between the
guide mode and the beam velocity. The
wavelength at which this occurs is in turn
controlled by the guide dimensions, the Wavelength
relative dielectric constant of the
filling material, and the fraction of the
guide volume that is filled with wa

* dielectric. c

* The beam-to-wave coupling strength X:X(a,b,E,3)
is determined by the strength of theU axial component of the field in the beam
region. When the system is cylindrically
symmetric the field is proportional to a
modified zero order Bessel function. Good
coupling is thus insured if the approx- ko
imate relation

Figure 1. Cerenkov source geometry.

- is maintained. This last relation follows
if it is assumed that the evanescence of
the wave in the beam channel causes the Typical Cerenkov Source Daa
field on axis to be equal to one half its
value at the channel radius (a). In

" Equation (1), A is the free space wave-
length, 8 is the relative beam velocity, 00
and Y the relative beam energy. The a
relations between the beam, the guide, and Ouw) Sl Hv
the axial field dependence is illustrated
in Figure 1. Also shown on this fiqure to-
is a schematic representation of the
dispersion relation for the TM mode of a
partially-filled guide and the beam 

1
Aa leIG./d

velocity line B . Synchronism of the beam EtimatedSautrlg e#t
and mode velocities occurs at the inter-
cept of these two curves.

Typical Cerenkcv source data is I 0
shown in Figurr 2. in the first part of jb(A)ot 140kV

the figure, output power at 4 mm vs. beam
current and a typical output pulse are Figure 2a. Power output.
displayed. Wavelength has been determined
with cutoff filters, a grating



Typical Interferogrom

Pa., 1.5mn< X<.2cmn
W4bf - 100 - 200 kV 7FJ5TTT~1.ib-2 -20A

Mirror Separaion -I0(upmm

* Figure 2b. Interferogran.

spectrometer, and Fabry-Pgrot interfero-
meters. Shown on the Figure 2b is a

* typical interferogram.

Theoretical expressions for the gain,
* the starting current, and estimated
~-saturating out power of mm wavelength

Cerenkov Masers will be presented. 1n
addition, beam and resonator modifications
required for operation at sub~nxn wavelengths
will be discussed.

Acknowledgment: This work was supportedI in part by U.S. Army Research office
Contract DAAG29-83-K-0018.
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SUBMI LLIMETE R-WAYELENGTK CERENKOV KASERS

Department of Physics and Astronomy

Dartmouth College

* Hanover, N.H. 03755

U.S.A.

A gas-filled Fabry-Perot cavity driven by a highly
relativistic electron beam could, in principle, act as a
Cerenkov laserl. However, the practical problems asso-
ciated with electron beam transport through the dielectric
medium would appear to limit this device to the visible -

UV region of the spectrum. In the far-infrared - submm
region of the spectrum, a source based upon a mildly
relativistic electron beam and a thin film dielectric
waveguide is an attractive alternative. The thin film
dielectric guide is by no means the only slow wave
structure that could be used in this spectral region but,
as the operating wavelength of a source is decreased, it
has some advantages over periodic structures. Two of these
advantages which should be noted here are the relative ease
of fabrication, and the fact that the device operates on a
single spatial mode. The latter feature means that the
beam-to-guide mode coupling strength for a dielectric guide-
based resonator can exceed that of a similar sized periodicrstructure-based system.

The general features of stimulated Cerenkov radiation
have been discussed in a number of places 2 ,3 . In this
summary we will concentrate on devices which are designed
to operate in the submum region of the spectrum. A dielec-
tric surface guide will support slow TM modes which can be
phase-velocity-matched to an electron beam propagating
parallel to the surface of the guide. When the beam velo-
city slightly exceeds the phase velocity of the mode,
electrons will bunch in the retarding phase of the axial
component of the field and beam energy will be given up to
the wave.

The wavelength at which this exchange occurs is
determined by the dispersion relation for the mode, and
this is in turn determined by the film thickness and its
relative dielectric constant. A suitable film thickness
(5-50 o), which has a moderately low relative dielectric
constant (E - 2.2), will support modes in the far-infrared
- submm region of the spectrum.

t'.<%-? ... 7



A second important design consideration is the scale
length of the evanescence of the slow wave. This is
approximately exponential and has an inverse scale length
equal to the product 2./ -y where ) is the wavelength,
is the relative beam velocity and y the relative beam
energy. Thus, if X is varied between 0.5 and 1 mm, beam
energies between one and five MeV imply a convenient
transverse dimension (several mm for a symmetrical structure).

The following quantitative expression 4 for the gain
has been derived under the assumption that beam space charge
modes are unimportant. If this is not the case, the theory
can be modified 2 ,3 , but the so-called collective limit will
not apply to the devices considered herein. The energy
exchange occurs in the following way: An initially unmodu-
lated beam enters a thin film dielectric resonator cavity
and has modulation impressed upon it at the wavelength of
the electric fields in the resonator. This current in turn
either adds of subtracts energy from the resonator. The
net exchange rate is given by Poyntinq's theorem:

d 1 R .dt- - [Re j " dV (11

where j is the modulated current on the beam. It is
convenient to express this gain as a reciprocal quality
factor Qb- 1

1 1 dE (2
Qb -(2)d

where w is the angular frequency of the radiation and
is the energy stored in the cavity. A detailed solution of
the problem then yields for Qb - 1

1 1 1 Ib L3  dinE zi(

2 3 1 A noF
-b 3-Y) 0 b o

Terms not yet identified are, Ib, the beam current,
Io = e/mc 2 (= 17 KA), L , the cavity length, Ab, the beam
area, and no, the peak beam density. The factors inside the
integral sign determine the beam-to-resonator coupling
strength. It is in essence the overlap of the beam density
n and the axial component of the electric field. The final
term appearing in the gain expression:

= __ 1 - cos(F ' (9 ) - ,2(4 a )
2

L

= (kv - :) (4b)o v
0

.4 is the gain line shape expressed in terms of the unperturbed
transit angle 6 . The gain is positive when Qb -I < 0 and
peaks in the vicinity of 0 c 7 When the beam parameters
mentioned above are used to evaluate Eq. (3), start oscil-
lation currents in the 0.1 to 1 A range are a realistic
prospect.



5
Non-linear analysis of the saturation indicates that

electronic efficiencies in the one to ten percent range are
possible, and hence the above devices should be capable of
producing high level- of pulsed power in the submm region of
the spectrum.
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Far-Infrared Cerenkov Masers

John Walsh and Bernadette Johnson

Department of Physics and Astronomy

Dartmouth College

Hanover, New Hampshire 03755

(603) 646-3262

A relativistic electron-beam-driven, thin-

film, dielectric resonator can be used to produce

coherent radiation in the far-infrared region of

the spectrum. Design parameters for a device

which operates at a wavelength of approximately'

100 microns will be presented.

. ........
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The Cerenkov FEL Mechanism

John Walsh
Department of Physics and Astronomy

Dartmouth College
Hanover, NH-

In a Cerenkov Free Electron Laser an electron beam

becomes bunched in the retarding phase of the axial

component of an electromagnetic wave and the bunching is

in turn made possible by the fact that the beam is moving

with a velocity which is slightly greater than the phase

velocity of the wave. This situation can be obtained

when an electron beam moves with greater than light

velocity either in or near to a dielectric medium. The

latter case is more practical when operation with a

moderately relativistic beam is desired and the

discussion will be confined to this configuration.

A thin dielectric film on a metal substrate will

support (TMA) modes with the required axial field

component. The wavelength at which these modes have a

given phase velocity is controlled by the thickness of

the film and the index of refraction of the film material,

and hence there is a relation between electron beam

energy and the wavelength near velocity synchronism.

This result may be expressed quantitatively by the

approximate scalin , relation

2 d , T 2

w ,]

where d is tiec f.< :hickrus:, is the relative >,eam
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energy, and 'T is the beam cner,y at Cerenhov threshold
2T

(YT 2  =  E/ - 1).
The field strength (in the vacuum region) of a wave

slowed by a thin film will evanesce with distance away

from the film. Assuming that the wavelength near

velocity synchronism is the one of interest, the scale

length for the evanescence is conveniently expressed in

the units X ',' , or since , 1 in the anticipated

operating regime, by the product X).

L; The relative small signal gain of a Cerenkov laser

is obtained by computing the work done by the current

induced on the beam by fields in the resonator. This

quantity will generally increase \,ith decreasing wave-

length until a number of the order of 4r times the gap

between a beam and a dielectric film becomes approximately

p equal to Xy. IThen the wavelength is further decreased,

the gain drops exponentially.

A Cerenkov laser proof of principle experiment

designed for operation in the 100 m wavelength range

and driven by a 5 MeV microtron accelerator is planned.

The resonator will consist of two opposing plates

terminated with cylindrical mirrors. Within the beam

interaction region the plates will be loaded with thin

dielectric films. The overall structure supports

cylindrical Hermite-Gaussian modes which, within the

interaction region, have an axial field component. The

details, the gain calculation, the beam homogeneity



requirements, and the anticipated characteristics cf

the Cerenkov laser will be discussed. It will be shown

that the projected operating characteristics of the

ENEA-Frascati 5 T~eV microtron are well matched to the

Cerenkov Laser.

Support of U.S. Army Research Office Grant #DAAG29-83-K-, 0118

is acknowledged.
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A Cercn.ov Infrart.d L::ser

B. Johnson, J. Walsh

DartmLouth College

USA !

Successful production of microwave radiation by Corn:1 :c: ,

masers has prompted an investigation into their feas bility for

submillimeter and far infrared wavelen th generation. A

theoretical examination of output pdrameters such as frCue- Y

and small signal cain has been conducted for an easily fabr 4cLZ ?

resonator aeo.etry. The resonator consists of two raal.

plates, each with a thin (.5 to 3 r:cron) dieiectric cca t -*:.7,

seperated by 2 rpm. This waveguide will support TM modes ,:hich -re

* coupled to a relativistic electron beam propagating between

plates. While the interaction of the electrons ,itn tc.

Sdielectric causes spontaneous Cerenkov emission, the difference

between the beam velocity and the phase velocity of the mode

causes a bunching of the electrons which is responsible for

further stimulated emission. The frequency of the generated3

radiation is determined by the dispersion relation of t

waveguide mode. Gain is calculated assuming the effects cf srace

charge modes are negligible, i.e., operation in is in the Cc-tn

regime. Our results indicate that such a 'double-slab' resonat:r

will provide detectable levels of infrared radiation fro; a

mildly relativistic (3-10 MeV) electron beam.

. . . - , . . -. . ,." .. .. *? " . , :. ," l - . ~ + ' ' ' :



The theoretical ana~ysis is unlertzhen in prepLr~t=c:

seri~es of experimsents t o be c~cducted at the FNEA fa~cility i

Frascati, Italy, whore a 5 MocV rnicrotron a.ccclci~.tor A23] 'c ur

to produce radiation in the 10 to 100 micron range. A cial

choice for the dielectric mater ial would be polyethylen;e, Min>

because of its low dielectric constant (2.2) Wn its reictivel.

low loss in the inf:rared. A detailed discussion of the Oer-r

choices will be presented.
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Undulator and Cerenkov Free-Electron Lasers: A Preliminary Comparison

J. Walsh and B. Johnson3 1Dcpartnent o.1 Phwss & Astrononzy. Dartmouth C"ollh'. atio( r, ew ida ipliirt ().? "55

and

G. Dattoli and A. Renieri
Comitato Na:ionale pcr la Ricerca e per lo Sviuppo dell' Energia Nucleare e delle Energie Alwrnative,

Dtpartimento Technologic Intersettorialh di Base, Divistone Fisica Applicata, i-00044 Frascati, halv
(Received 14 May 1984)S

A preliminary comparison of the fundamental Lharacteristics of undulator and Cerenkov
free-electron lasers is presented. It is assumed that both devices are operating in the Comp-
ton regime and that they are driven by a short-pulse relativistic electron beam.

PACS numbers: 42.55.-f

The purpose of this work is to compare general where X. is the wavelength of the undulator, K = c
characteristics of undulator' and Cerenkov 2 free- X X.B./mc2 is the undulator parameter, B is the
electron lasers (FEL). The former class of device pump magnetic field strength, and -ymc is the
has been operated over a wavelength span which beam energy. Stimulated emission causes bunching
covers the millimeter through visible regions, and the addition of mirrors forms an oscillator.
while, to date, the latter has been primarily used as In Fig. 1 (b), an electron beam moves near and

L a near-millimeter-wavelength source. 3  Further- parallel to the surface of a thin-film dielectric
more, there exists a very detailed4-7 body of theory waveguide. The beam couples to the axial com-
covering many aspects of undulator FEL's. Howev- ponent of a transverse-magnetic mode of the guide
er, operation of Cerenkov devices at far-infrared and thereby emits spontaneous Cerenkov radiation
wavelengths has been discussed only briefly. The in the bounded structure. Again, with the addition
purpose of this note is thus to compare the gain, the of mirrors, it is possible to form an oscillator. The3 beam energy, and the beam quality requirements of characteristic wavelength of the emitted radiation is
a Cerenkov FEL to those of an undulator-based determined by a velocity synchronism of the beam
source. and the guided mode. This condition is illustrated

Highly simplified versions of the two devices are schematically in Fig. 2. The exact dispersion curve
shown in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1(a), a relativistic electron
beam moves along the axis of the magnetic undula-
tor and produces radiation at the characteristic
wavelength

X- XP(l + K2 )/2. ,  (1)

l/n

---. XPl. d DOo

I I-1 lIJu -Iu

M M' I
MM

Slope -
e" ,

-Sd

FIG. 2. Typical dispersion curve (inverse wavelengih

E, X vs inverse guide wavelength x,) and beam velocity line
M M for a thin-film guide (n is index of refraction of the film

FIG. i. Schematic form of two free electron lasers. material, dis film thickness). The curve D represents the
(a) undulator form; (b) erenkov form. solution to Eq. (2) and 6 is line with slope v/c.
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for a mode with a transverse extent which is consid- 100
erably larger than a wavelength is given by the well
known expression s  ,EL

1 pd tanpd - q Ed, (2)

where p - (w 2 /c 2 - k2 ) /2 , q = (k 2 -w 2 /c2 )/ 2, k is

the guide wavelength, e is the relative dielectric -ER

constant of the film material, and d is its thickness.
Discussion will be facilitated if we also introduce ""

an approximate solution of Eq. (2), which is 10

X 2 . /y=-21rd/y/T, (3)

where yT--/(E-1) is the relative energy at
• erenkov threshold. Equation (3) yields wave-
lengths which are extremely close to the exact solu-
tion when -y >> -yT and d is small compared to the
beam thickness.

The comparative wavelength-energy curves for
the two devices are shown in Fig. 3. They are quite
distinct. The wavelength of the Cerenkov laser de- 01 0.01 0001 00001
creases with decreasing energy and depends linearly X,(cm)
on the film thickness which can be small. It also FIG. 3. Comparison of energy wavelength relations
varies inversely with -, and hence lower e implies for a (Cerenkov and an undulator FEL. Three film
shorter wavelength. The wavelength produced by thicknesses- 1, 5, 10 m-are shown.
the undulator decreases as y2 increases and it
depends linearly on X.. Pump strength require- When evaluated at the phase-velocity- beam-
ments (K 1) generally fix x. in the 2-5 cm range. velocity synchronism and at the maximum of F(0),
When d 3 Mm, e - 2. K-- 1, and X, = 2.5 cm, the general expression is accurately represented by
the wavelength-energy curves cross in the vicinity
of X.- 14 0 ;Mm and v= 14. The crossover point can gC) 2Tr L3  I e(

90 (6)be moved about by varying parameters, but these ,X o', i) ,5

.': results are typical. Thus, provided other conditions
tions can be met, a 'Cerenkov device has a potential where o, and 0r are the beam dimensions in the x
advantage if both short wavelength and lower rela- and y directions, and
tive operating electron-beam energies are desired. ao= 4,7r8/\3y (7)

The small-signal gain per pass in the resonator of is determined by the gap 8 between the beam and
a Cerenkov device is given by the general expres- the dielectric (13 = the relative velocity v/c).
sion2  The gain of an undulator-based FEL is given by

I 1 I L 2  dA IE 27 L 2
a - - - -lLr (0), (4)U) 2xK13,L 8

2 (Y) 3 10 4b g/ g0  2 ( /2 2 X (8)XP (T",,, ( l+,- P 10
. . where 1/1o is the beam current measured in units of

10- ec/ro (re- e2/mc 2), L is the length of the cou- If it is also assumed for the purposes of compar-
piing region, and Ab is the beam area. The integral ison that L, (r, (Ty, and I,'Io are the same, and that
is done over the beam volume and the symbols E K -- 1, the comparative magnitude and the general

• and N are, respectively, the axial component of the behavior of goL and goU can be displayed (Fig. 4).
electric field and the stored energy in the resonator. Clearly, if X and y are also the same for the two
The gain line shape is determined by devices and ao is not large, the gains will be com-

parable. In general, the gain of a Cerenkov laser
=_ - (cosO) will rise with decreasing wavelength, reach a max-
. 02 , imum near v0 = 1, and then rapidly decrease as x

becomes still smaller. The value of the wavelength,
where 0 - (k vo- w)L/vo is the relative phase angle A = x,,,, at g (4 max, is determined by
change experienced by an electron moving with ini
tial velocity v0. x,,,=4rS/,. 8/)
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01 I the approximate equaten. howcver. also shows that

!g0# -A , (10)

001 and hence also that there exists some ".a~elcngth
for which g(", > gm0 ,. With the parameter choiccul

_/Iin Fig. 4, this occurs near X = I gim. The enelope
0.00! u of g'(' is shown as a dashed line in Fig. 4.

"gain" ,C It is also important to consider the relative effi-
ciency of the two sources. The gain line shape is

0.000 the same for both and hence in either case, con-
1 sideration of the field strength needed to cause1 electron trapping yields an expression for efficiency

0.00001 which is proportional to y2 A/L. The 'erenkov laser
will operate at a given A with a lower value of -y and
thus would tend to have a lower efficiency. Howev-

.0.0 .0 er, g (C) > g ( ") in this region, and therefore L can0.1 0,01 0.001 0.0001 0

(cm) be made smaller, and thus a part of the difference

FIG. 4. Comparison of go (A-1) with go'tM(-I), ofi 7can be recovered.

The common factors are suppressed. The gain expressions used assume that the beam
is perfectly collimated and hence another important
point of comparison is a consideration of the effect

Assuming, as is the case in microwave tubes, that 8 of beam inhomogeneities on gain. The principal in-
can be maintained in the 10 to 100 urn range (over homogeneities listed in Table I have been defined
a length of ten or twenty centimeters), and that y previously. The effects of angular spread and en-
ranges between 2 and 20, A, will occur in the far- ergy spread will have the same form for either laser.
infrared region of the spectrum. The parameters t .y, are dimensionless measures

In obtaining the results displayed in Fig. 4, the of relative dephasing due to angular divergence in
wavelength variation of the undulator FEL is ob- the transverse directions or energy spread. When
tained by varying y and the curve shows the charac- these parameters exceed unity, the beamwidth in
teristic X-3 2 dependence. In the case of the frequency space is larger than the gain linewidth
Cerenkov laser, the film and beam thickness are and the gain is reduced.
chosen and the gap is fixed at 50 gim. The device is It is anticipated that a Cerenkov laser could be
then tuned along the dispersion curve by again operated with a short-pulse rf-accelerated electron
varying y. The gain at the Cerenkov laser exceeds beam, and hence the relative slippage or "lethargy"
the undulator laser in those regions where it may also play a significant role. In an undulator
achieves a given x at a smaller -y. Furthermore, FEL the optical pulse slips forward, 4 while in the
since the wavelength and the film thickness are pro- Cerenkov laser, it slips back. The exact expression
portional, the energy dependence of the gain in- for the lethargy of the terenkov laser depends on
sures that at longer wavelength the peak g c> can the relative size of the group velocity and the phase
always be made larger than g"'). Examination of velocity. If, however, the operating wavelength is

TABLE I. Beam homogeneity parameters. (r' is the relati'c energy spread. e,, is the
relative emittance (mm • mrad), and a, is beam pulse length.

Inhomogeneity
parameter "erenkov Undulator

2L ag/y2  Same

IX., /., t' , 4 7r Ix ,r Same

(L r, )( - 6'/6) AA"/2y 2
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very much sm ,ller than the lerigth of' the beam Ramian, If A Sn.i.::tm.,n., id 1 I I "v. I'. .

pulse, the gain is relatively ur, affecteu by this slip- Ltt 38, ,2 (1977). J Bc ,, I) . (, I : ...1)
page. This is the anticipated operating range, and iud,:stcn, J. MI. J N .J. K Rob.'.,r i I
thus a detailed examination of this effect can be de- R. Tabcr. J. Pilys (Pari'.. C(:!,q 44. ( :-3 I5 ,3
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In conclusion, although many practical details iron. 18, 8. 1249 (1982). B .:-! J
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CW Cerenkov FEL, R.W. Laynan, J.E. Walsh,
Dartmouth Colleie*, J. Silverstein, Harry Diamond
Laboratories.--Output power levels of tens of KW in
the middle part of the millimeter wavelength range can
be obtained from stimulated Cerenkov sources'. In

these experiments, electron beam pulses 1 lsec long,

with 10-20 A of current, at voltages in the 100-200 KV

range were used to drive a dielectric resonator, Long "

pulse and/or CW operation of such a source would be of
interest, an3 in order to examine the potential of

such a device a long-pulse, low-current beam generator

is under construction. it will operate at voltaaes

ranging up to 250 Ky and will typically have a current

capability of 100-500 rLA. The thermionically-
produced beam will be guided and compressed by a

combination of elect-rostatic and magnetic focussing
elements. Details of the resonator design, and

theoretical expressions for threshold current and

Cerenkov cain will be compared for a number of

possible resonators. Results of resonator cold-

3 testing will be presented.

*Work supported by ARO Contract # DAAG29-83-K-0018
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successful producers of microwave radiation, have been examined
as possible infrared sources. A theoretical analysis of output
parameters such as frequeny, gein, and power has been conducted
for an easily fabricated 'double slab' resonator.

The resonator consists of two parallel plates, each with a thin
(5 - 50p) dielectric coating, approximately 2 to 5 mm apart. This
waveguide will support TM modes which are coupled to a
relativistic electron beam propagating between the plates. Our
results indicate that such a resonator will provide easily detected
levels of infrared radiation from a mildly relativistic (3 - 10
MeV) electron beam.

An experiment will be conducted at the ENEA facility in
3 Frascati,lizly using a S MeV microtron to produce radiation at

about 100 p.
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Abstract

The general characteristics of grat ing-baseci free-

electron lasers are esi abli shed and the beam and

resonator parameters needed for operation at far-infrared

wavelengths are discussed.
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Abstract

The basic operating principlcs of erenkov Maser

oscillators are briefly reviewed and the experimental

performance of a 3-mm device is discussed. A power

level of approximately 100 KW was achieved at 88 GHz - "

and voltage-tuning from 84 GHz to 128 GHz on the

fundamental TM 0 1 mode was observed. Operation on

higher-order modes at frequencies up to 300-320 GHz

was demonstrateC, and a two-stage buncher-amplifier

configuration was investigated.
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Abstract

i

The dispersion relation for the transverse magnetic

modes (TM ) of a partially-filled, dielectric-lined,
on

cylindrical waveguide driven by a cold, relativistic

electron beam is derived. The effect o' a gap between

the electron beam and the dielectric liner is

9 included. The dispersion relation is then used to

calculate the growth rate for the Cerenkov instability

in the collective, tenuous beam limit. Expressions are

U developed for the minimum current necessary for

oscillation threshold and for the power output of the

Cerenkov maser in the collective regime.
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COXMENTS ON FEL OPERATION

WITH OPTICAL UNDULATORS

G. Dattoli and F. Ciocci
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* J. Walsh

Department of Physics & Astronomy
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Abstract

The possibility of realizing free electron

lasers which operate with undulators provided by a

real electromagnetic wave are considered. The

Irequirements on the electron beam characteristics

needed for a successful operation are defined.



3 FURTHER COMPARISON BETWEEN CERENKOV AD

UNDULATOR FEL DEVICES

L

G. Dattoli and J.E. Walsh

Department of Physics and Astronomy
Dartmouth College

Hanover, N.H. 03755

U

Abstract

In this note, we further analyze the performances of

of a Cerenkov-based FEL device and show that, at

low energy, they may be better than a conven-

tional undulator FEL.
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Dip. TIB div. Fis. App. E.N.E.A.
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Transition Between the Comjton and the Culectdxve

Limits in a Cerekov Free Electron Laser

John Walsh
Department of Physics and Astronomy

Dartmouth College

Hanover, NH

The gain of a Cerenkov laser depends upon the coupling

between the axial component of an electromagnetic wave and

a co-directed electron beam. If the beam velocity is

near but slightly greater than the phase velocity of the

wave, the electron beam becomes bunched in the retarding

phase of the wave and a net energy exchange occurs. In

a Cerenkov laser, these conditions are obtained at short

(far-infrared or less) wavelengths through a slowing of

the wave by a thin dielectric film.

When viewed as a function of beam current density,

this interaction has two distinct regimes. In the first,

the reaction of beam on the energy stored in the Cerenkov

resonator may be ignored for time scales equal to or less

than the electron transit time through the resonator.

This is the Compton limit. As beam current density

increases, however, this approximation will no longer

apply and the wave frequency and/or axial wave number

must be determined self-consistently from a dispersion

relation, In this limit the interaction may be described

as collective, since the beam space charge modes may no

longer be ignored. These operating regimes, although

quite different in some respects, are quite closely

related in others.

._........................".-."........ ...
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K The gain in the first limit is linearly proportional

to current density and in the second to the cube root of

this quantity. If, in the first limit, a temporal rate

SQ of gain is defined as the gain per pass divided by the

transit time, it can be shown that this quantity is

proportional to the cube of the collective limit

temporal gain rate, times the square of the beam electron

transit time. This result, which follows from separate

calculations of the gain in the respective limits, is

implicitly self-consistent. Once established in this

way, however, the result gives a simple means of relating

gain in one limiting regime to the gain in the other.

Furthermore, although established in detail for the

Cerenkov laser, the result is general. The cube root

dependence of the gain in the collective limit follows

3 from the fact that three coupled waves (two space charge

and one electromagnetic) take part in the interaction.

If the number of modes that are coupled in the collective

limit of some device is known, the relation between the

collective and Compton gain limits may be specified.

A detailed summary of this result as it applies to

far-infrared Cerenkov lasers will be presented and a

brief comparison with magnetic undulator free electron

lasers will be made.

Support of U.S. Army Contract # DAAG29-83-Y-0018 is

acknowledged.
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